Water Day
History, written and oral, tells us about the importance of the water well in the lives of villagers.
The water well was the center of activity in the village, a place where merchants and villagers met to
exchange produce and merchandise; where lovers met, and where fights, contests and many other events
took place. Until recently, each village (or group of villages) had its own water collection and irrigation
system similar to the ancient water systems that were common in the region (water channels hewn in the
rock, pipes, tunnels and water reservoirs). Sometimes these ancient water systems were renovated and
adapted for collecting water in modern times and for irrigation, and sometimes, new systems were built.
The village of Batir near Jerusalem is divided into eight large families (hamulas), each of which was assigned
a day for water collection and irrigation, from sunrise to sunset. Each of the families was allocated a quantity
of water according to the number of its adult members. The day normally begins at sunrise when "owners
of water for that day" arrive at the site to measure the level of the water accumulated in the reservoir. It
is worth noting in this context that no water collection or irrigation takes place between sunset and sunrise
to allow for recharge. The man in charge would jump into the pool holding a stick in which holes were
made at one-meter intervals, and use it to measure the water level prior to commencing water collection
and irrigation. In years when water is abundant and overflows the reservoir, the allocation system is
suspended until mid-summer and resumed only after the water level of the pool has again stabilized.
Nowadays, the farmers still use the same system but in a somewhat modified form. Instead of the whole
day portion system, each family is given hourly rights, again based on the number of adults in the family.
The “water day” is still referred to as the “chieftain day” because the family in charge on that day will
control the water system. The elders have to play a major role in having all family members (old, young,
male, female) present on that day so as to make efficient use of the “water day”.

The Batir Village spring
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Ancient Water Engineering
A famous archeologist excavated and studied the ancient biblical city Hatzor. He wrote: “In
such a strategically important place with fortified walls, there ought to be a massive water
supply system in case of siege. Where should we begin looking for it?”
The archeologist tried to place himself in the shoes of the ancient municipal water “engineer”
and pointed to a spot inside the city walls where he could start digging in the hopes of finding
a connection to the springs located in the wadi beyond the walls and... began to dig.
Thus was revealed to the archeologist and his team the magnificent water system of the city:
a vertical shaft, a sort of giant funnel 30 meters deep, beneath which was dug a sloping tunnel.
A small pool at the end of the tunnel collected the ground water that also feeds the springs
outside of the city. The water from that pool was drawn to supply the residents of the city.
The same ingenuity which guided the ancient engineer also guided the contemporary archeologist,
who noted “We reached the end of the tunnel, and there it was: pure water! Our emotions at
that moment cannot be put in
words. We were actually
breathing the air that condensed
here over three thousand years
ago. We touched the living water
of the ancient city of Hatzor.”

The diagonal tunnel descending to
the water source in the Hatzor
National Park — 9th century BCE

ACTIVITY 3

Search the Ancient Sources

Read the stories and try to find other similar stories relating to water and tell one
such story. You can choose a story pertaining to your personal religious tradition,
folk tradition (legend or parable), or a historical story. You also can tell about
water supply or water use where you live (finding water, drying of a well, connection
to a national network, etc.). Present the story in a creative manner that seems
appropriate to you (as a story, script, video recording, or play).
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We Need…Maybe a Little Less: Saving Water
Regretfully, our water resources are not growing at the same rate as the growth in population and
consumption. Can we cope with the ever-increasing demand for water? How will we deal with a
dwindling water supply in our reservoirs? What must we do in order to save this precious treasure?
The increasing shortage of water can be dealt with in two ways: searching for new or alternative
sources of water, and learning how to conserve water. While we cannot help in finding new water
sources, the matter of saving water is entirely in our hands — small as well as large!

Water Saving Devices

¥

Dual-Quantity Flush Tank
A standard toilet bowl is flushed
with 9 liters of water. Actually,
4.5 liters suffice for flushing down
liquids. According to average
toilet use, it is possible to save
some 15 liters per person per day
(about 11% of home
consumption), or about 28 cubic
meters per year for an average
family. To do this, the flush tank
can be replaced by a dualquantity tank or, a small hole
can be drilled in the bell of the
tank, allowing flushing with two
quantities of water — 4.5 liters
by pressing lightly on the handle
and 9 liters by pressing longer.

Flow Regulator
By using a showerhead of the type
that prevents the strong flow of
water, each one of us can save an
average of 15 liters of water a day.
Whereas a regular showerhead
allows the flow of approximately
40 liters per shower, the
economizing showerhead allows the
flow of only 25 liters. This means
an average size family can save
about 30 cubic meters annually.

Pressure Regulator
The pressure regulator is
designed for mounting on the
main pipe supplying water to
the home. It maintains a steady
pressure in the pipes and
prevents fluctuations in water
pressure.

¥
Automatic Faucet
A faucet for sinks containing a
sensor that activates it when
the hands are placed below it,
turning off the water when the
hands are removed.
µπ

ACTIVITY 4

In the Spirit of Saving
Preserving water
Propose more efficient ways of using the water consumed by you and your family
for various needs (for instance, what can be done with the cold water which flows
in the shower while you wait for the hot water to arrive?).

Controlling the tap
We listed several devices for reducing the quantity of water used at home.
a. How does each device function to save water?
b. Which of the devices can be used in your home?

A drop in the bucket
People in the region use various ways to conserve water, for example: collecting
rainwater, using water from the shower to water plants or clean the floor, washing
cars with a pail (not a hose), etc. Which of these ways could you adopt in your
everyday life? Propose your own ways for conserving water.

An eye on the tap
A tap dripping at the rate of one drop per second loses about 37 liters of water a
week! In a year this amounts to some 1300 bottles of 1.5 liters each! The problem
is that not every leak is visible. For example, one of the main sources of leaks in
private homes is the flush tank in the toilet. Sometimes there is leakage in the
pipes leading to taps in the house. These pipes are hidden in the walls and the
ground and the leak may not be seen.
Check the flush tank in your home — is it leaking? For a thorough check, close
all the taps in your home and look at your water meter for several minutes. If you
notice any movement of the meter, it means that there is a leak somewhere. In
such a case you need to consult a professional plumber to solve the problem.

An eye on the public tap
a. Think of ways of saving water used in public places. Do you think that it is
wise to use large amounts of water when we live in a region so poor in water?
Can we truly permit ourselves to have large lawns (as in England) or thirsty
tropical plants (as in Brazil)? How would you design a public garden? What
kind of plants would you recommend planting and how would you irrigate
them?
b.
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Take a tour of your neighborhood and search for leaks and malfunctions in
public taps. Make a list of all the taps requiring fixing. Find out whom you
should approach to fix the problem (for example, a leaking tap in the school
requires approaching the school janitor, a leaking tap in a public park requires
approaching the municipality, etc.).
Report what you have accomplished to the class.

Classroom Discussion: Who’s right is it?
The neighbor’s sprinkler is “irrigating” the street.
One of the tenants in your building is washing his car with a hose, and water is flowing freely.
Someone is watering his or her garden in the hot mid-day hours. (During these hours, due to intense
sunlight, part of the water is simply lost because of the high rate of evaporation).
Discuss amongst yourselves: Do we have the right to intervene when we see people wasting water?
To comment? Do we have the right to file official complaints? Do the authorities have the right to
intervene in what takes place in the private yards and private taps of any citizen? If so, how and to
what extent may they intervene?

Summary Activity: “A Voice Calls Out”
Plan and execute a publicity campaign to encourage water conservation. Choose an attractive name
for your campaign. Use whatever you have learned in this chapter, as well as any additional sources
that you can think of. Try to enrich your campaign as much as possible by including the following:
leaflets, posters, brochures, videotapes, radio plugs, demonstrations, outdoor fairs, door to door campaigns,
Internet sites, parades, etc.
Present your publicity campaign to your class.
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Water-Use in Agriculture
Roots
Archeological findings show that agriculture was
“born” in our region thousands of years ago when
people began domesticating animals and plants.
Due to the prevailing climate in this region (limited
number of rainy days and small levels of
precipitation, frequent drought, etc.) people were
forced to find the means to control their water
sources, to collect and preserve water, and finally
to irrigate their fields. The beginning of artificial
irrigation marked the beginning of agriculture as
we know it today.
In the Ovdat region of
the Negev, the
Nabateans constructed
an extensive water
system 2000 years ago,
irrigating agricultural
crops growing on
terraces.

The Caesarea aqueduct,
constructed by Romans,
carried water for a distance
of tens of kilometers from
springs to the city and
adjacent fields.
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A system for conveying
water from springs for
irrigation of fields, still in
current use in the region.
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Water-Soaked Meal
Water consumption by agricultural crops
Do you like potato chips? Do you like the “crunch” they make in your mouth? How much
water did these chips drink before reaching you? To answer this question you have to start
at the beginning - from the roots…
On your plate sits a slice of bread, some vegetables, some hummus, and eggs. All the items
in your meal originated as living organisms, either as plants or animals, both of which required
lots of water to grow and ripen before reaching your table. The water the cow drank (and the
water that grew the grass that the cow consumed), became the milk that you are drinking
now. No less impressive is the amount of water absorbed by the tomato in the process of
ripening (to acquire the color and delicious taste it has). Imagine that all the water that was
needed to “grow” your meal was placed in a pail on the table… how much water would it
contain?

ACIVITY 5

A Meal of Water

Liters required
to produce one

How much water does your meal “drink”?

Apricot

25

Tomato

30

A. Use the table to prepare a menu for an entire day (3 meals).

Plum

22

Cucumber

20

B. Calculate how much water was required to produce your
food for an entire day.

Grapes

65 (bunch)

Citrus

65

Dates

46

Potato

40

Melon

25 (slice)

Avocado

180

Watermelon

80 (quarter)

Pepper

22

Sunflower seeds

320 (100g)

Eggplant

25

Wheat

420 (250g)

Onion

20

Pitta

24

Carrot

16

Hummus

100 (50g)

Corn

40 (100g)

Olives

(50g)

Pear

40

Egg

10

Bannana

85

Milk products

50 (100g)

Apple

30

Meat

100 (100g)

Peach

80

C. Estimate how much water is needed to produce all your
meals for an entire week. Add of course, the amount of
water that you drink.

What is worthwhile growing and what should be
imported?
Rank the products according to the amount of water required
to produce them. In your opinion, which of these should be
imported and which would it be proper to grow in our region?
Discuss it in a group and record your conclusions.
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Counting the Drops
Saving Water in Agriculture
Agriculture is an important sector in the world economy. It supplies most of the food needs of the
inhabitants of the region as well as being a source of employment for more than a million people.
Due to the prevailing dry climate of the region, most agricultural areas are irrigated (irrigated
farming). As a result, agriculture is the largest water consumer - using more than 60% of the total
water supply.
The trend of cutting back water allocations greatly affects the agriculture sector, which in the past
enjoyed a relatively generous water quota. As consumers and producers (farmers), we all are facing
a difficult challenge: how to decrease water consumption in agriculture and at the same time cope
with the increasing food needs of our modern society?

What can we do about it?
We can save water in agriculture in various ways - selecting crops that do not require large amounts
of water and employing modern and effective irrigation methods. Here are some examples:

Choosing Plants
Part of our efforts to save water entails choosing suitable crops and utilizing cultivation methods.
In these considerations we must take into account the quantity of water allocated to the
farmers, as well as its cost.
The Jojoba plant, for example, is an “immigrant
plant” that was brought to our region from the
deserts of Central and South America. This plant
produces oil that could be used in producing
cosmetics and medicine. It can survive in desert
conditions, since its water consumption is very low.
In addition, it is possible to grow this plant using
brackish or recycled water.

Jojoba fruit

Jojoba field
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Storing Water
Not a single drop of rain should
be wasted!
In some places the clean
rainwater is collected in cisterns
or reservoirs and used to irrigate
crops in the summer.
Capturing water from water
hollows for irrigating fields
∂∂

Non-irrigated crops
Some crops can manage with the amount of rain
that falls in the winter season and require no
irrigation at all.
Wheat fields in the Northern Negev

Irrigating with
Brackish Water
Brackish water is abundant in many areas in our region, both
in springs and ground water reservoirs. Some crops may be
irrigated with such water, and some even thrive due to the light
salinity of the water.

Raising fish in brackish water
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Irrigating with desalinized
water
Thanks to advanced technology, it
is possible to convert saline water
to fresh water for agricultural use,
and even for human use (potable
quality water). In spite of the high
cost involved, this process may prove
profitable in certain areas.
Banana plantation in Jordan Valley
irrigated with desalinized water

Irrigating with purified water
It is possible, especially for agricultural
purposes, to use water that is not
completely purified due to the fact that
different plants have different
requirements as to the level of water quality used.
Industrial crops such as cotton can be grown with
treated water of poor quality.
Pastures, fodder crops and flowers can be cultivated
with water of medium quality. Fruit trees whose fruit
is peeled before eating, such as citrus or almonds,
can be irrigated with treated water of good quality.
Vegetables that grow close to the ground like tomatoes,
cucumbers, green peppers, etc. require the highest
quality of water.
In every case and for every crop, the quality of the
water is examined and the use of treated wastewater
for agriculture is strictly and closely supervised by
the health authorities.

At the end of the treatament process that begins in
the sedimentation ponds in the photograph, olive
groves are irrigated with purified water.

“Smart” Taps
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Various irrigation methods lead to great savings of water: computerized
irrigation, using drippers, irrigating at night, etc. A drip irrigation
system may incorporate a computer that regulates the opening and
closing of valves providing water to the drippers according to the
weather, the percolation rate of the soil, the exact quantity of water
required by each crop, etc. By using this system, the water goes
directly to the plant’s roots, thus reducing the levels of evaporation.
In addition, the drip system can be used to fertilize the soil in
accordance with the needs of the plant and the soil.
Drip irrigation offers additional advantages: wetting the roots only
leaves a dry area around the plants that permits the soil to be aerated;
constant flushing of salts from the root zone; uniform irrigation of
each plant promotes uniform quality of crops over large areas.

ACTVITY 6

Visit to a Farm
1. Choose any farm and set a date with the farmer for a visit.
2. Investigate the following:
- What types of crops are grown by the farmer?
- Where does his water come from? Does he have a well on the farm?
- What is the annual water consumption among the various crops, including
livestock?
- What methods of irrigation are employed by the farmer?
- Was water re-allocated over the last ten years, and what was the reason for
the change?
- What quality of water is used for irrigating the various crops?
- Were water-saving devices used and how much water was saved as a result?
- Was anything done to prevent ground water and soil pollution (sewage treatment,
treatment of pesticides and fertilizers, treatment of animal manure, etc.)?
3. Write a report.
4. Recommend in the report what you would do if you needed to reduce the
use of water in irrigation after a drought year.

ACTVITY 7

Finally… What will you
tell your grandchildren?
There is a well-known story about a little
girl who saw her grandfather planting a
young olive sapling. “Grandfather!” she
asked innocently, “why are you working
so hard just to plant this tree? So many
years will pass before it grows into a tree.
You may never live to see a single olive
growing on this tree!” cried the girl.
Pretend that you are the grandparent.
How would you respond to your
grandchild?
Write a similar story relating to water
usage and our responsibility for the
generations to come (try to include aspects
that have to do with water quantity as
well as quality).
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Water And Industry
Industries and products that “drink” water
The book open before you, the desk it rests on, the floor beneath the desk…the wall, window…the
street you see from the window — all the technological products which make up our living environment
are produced in various industrial plants. Each such plant could be compared to a huge animal that
“drinks” water (sometimes a lot of water), which flows through its “veins”: water for cooling, heating,
transporting, water for cleaning and drinking…
Industry in all its forms is the third largest consumer of water (after agriculture and domestic use).
Industrial processes, typical of the development of modern society, consume water. Often, water
that is used in the industrial process is itself a component of the end product (in the food and
beverage industries, for example) and part of the water is needed for the manufacturing process
itself.

There are several ways of conserving water in industry:
± Strict supervision and maintenance of water lines; all leaks should be attended to immediately.
≤ Installation of water saving devices: pressure regulators can be adjusted to ensure less water will
be used while still operating at maximum efficiency. Further, should a leak be detected, less water
would be wasted if water pressure is kept to a minimum and under control.
≥ Automatic water dispensers that would permit the exact amount of water to flow, and when necessary.
¥ Using recycled water for rinsing and cooling.
µ Reusing steam and recycling water condensing in the pipes.
∂ Using seawater for cooling purposes — especially in power stations.
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The necessary changes that should be implemented in factories to save water (recycling systems, maintenance,
saving devices, etc.) cost a lot of money. Factories would rather avoid these expenses. One of the ways
to encourage, or even compel, industries to save water is by determining a standard of water consumption
for the manufacture of each product. The water authorities could (according to research, of course)
determine approximately how much water is needed for the manufacture of a particular product, and the
plant would receive a water allocation according to the quantity of products that it manufactures… and
no more! Factories that are wasteful would be forced to improve their methods of production.
Today, water consumption should be a major factor in considering licensing for a new project. When water
consumption is accounted for, it would seem logical that industries that use less water in the production
process, or products that can manage with water of low quality, tend to be favored. For example: the
manufacturing of food demands water of the highest quality — good enough to drink. In contrast, the
making of wood products requires water of considerably lesser quality (purified sewage water, for example).
In many industrial plants contaminated water remains at the end of the production processes. If this water
is not treated, it flows directly to streams and ground water reservoirs. Today there is increasing awareness
of this problem, and many factories are forced to treat post-production contaminated water in order to
prevent contamination of water in their vicinity.

Soft drink bottling plant
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Paper Manufacturing Plants
Paper plants manufacture different types of paper: white paper (for writing and printing), brown paper
(for packaging), tissue paper (for paper tissues and toilet paper), etc. The raw material - cellulose,
whose origin is from wood - becomes paper following a long process of crushing, “cooking” with various
chemicals, whitening, etc. These processes require tremendous quantities of water. At a certain stage
of the process only 0.5% is solids and all the rest water! In a plant that doesn’t make an effort to
utilize and recycle the water in the production process, some 30 m3 of fresh water is wasted in the
manufacture of one ton of paper.
How can water be saved in a paper manufacturing plant? It is possible to recycle the water used in
production, and use it again, as well as “waste” a lot less water - at present, a little over 7 m3 of
potable water per ton of paper is used, instead of 30 m3! Between manufacturing stages, the water
is filtered and transferred for repeated use in the coming manufacturing stages. Part of the manufacturing
process requires use of potable water, but there are stages where recycled water at a certain level of
filtration can be used. The water filtration and recycling facilities are located in the plant near the
production line. The entire process is computer controlled, so if a leak or malfunction occurs, it can
be dealt with at once (which also prevents wasting water).
7 m3 of water are required
to produce one ton of paper

How could we save water in the paper mills? This could be achieved in several ways.
The contaminated surplus water at the end of the production process is treated in two stages: First,
the water is filtered and the solid materials are separated and used after drying as lining material
for barns. Second, the water undergoes biological purification at the purification plant in the factory,
and only then it is conveyed from the factory to the regional purification plant for further treatment
or it is returned to the production process.
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± Crushing the wood
≤ Cooking and cleaning the cellulose
≥ Washing the cellulose and bleaching with chlorine
¥ Storing the bleached cellulose
µ Grinding the fibers
∂ Processed raw material tank
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A large quantity of water is used in the paper
manufacturing process. Some of the water is recycled
and used in the initial phases of the manufacturin

